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ABSTRACT

The formation of well-controlled interfaces between materials of different structure and bonding is a key requirement when developing new
devices and functionalities. Of particular importance are epitaxial or low defect density interfaces between two-dimensional materials and
three-dimensional semiconductors or metals, where an interfacial structure influences electrical conductivity in field effect and optoelectronic
devices, charge transfer for spintronics and catalysis, and proximity-induced superconductivity. Epitaxy and hence well-defined interfacial
structure has been demonstrated for several metals on van der Waals-bonded substrates. Semiconductor epitaxy on such substrates has been
harder to control, for example during chemical vapor deposition of Si and Ge on graphene. Here, we demonstrate a catalytically mediated het-
eroepitaxy approach to achieve epitaxial growth of three-dimensional semiconductors such as Ge and Si on van der Waals-bonded materials
such as graphene and hexagonal boron nitride. Epitaxy is “transferred” from the substrate to semiconductor nanocrystals via solid metal nano-
crystals that readily align on the substrate and catalyze the formation of aligned nuclei of the semiconductor. In situ transmission electron
microscopy allows us to elucidate the reaction pathway for this process and to show that solid metal nanocrystals can catalyze semiconductor
growth at a significantly lower temperature than direct chemical vapor deposition or deposition mediated by liquid catalyst droplets. We discuss
Ge and Si growth as a model system to explore the details of such hetero-interfacing and its applicability to a broader range of materials.

VC 2020 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0006300

I. INTRODUCTION

To fully exploit the potential of the ever-increasing portfolio of
two-dimensional (2D) materials1–3 and three-dimensional (3D) self-
assembled nanostructures,4,5 the diverse components must be brought
together in a well-controlled and reliable fashion. Of particular impor-
tance are epitaxial or low defect density interfaces between 2D materi-
als and 3D semiconductors or metals,6–8 as highlighted by recent
literature ranging from improved electrical contacts for field effect and
optoelectronic devices to charge transfer for spintronics and catalysis
as well as proximity-induced superconductivity.7,9–16 However, signifi-
cant challenges are presented by the dissimilar chemical bonding and
structure across interfaces between 3D and van der Waals-bonded

materials.6–8 In several metal/van der Waals substrate combinations,
such as Au on MoS2, epitaxial alignment and therefore highly ordered
interfaces between the materials are well established.17–21 But epitaxy
of semiconductor nanostructures on van der Waals-bonded materials
has been more challenging, for example during chemical vapor deposi-
tion of Si and Ge on graphene.22,23 Here we introduce a catalytically
mediated approach to achieve heteroepitaxial growth of 3D semicon-
ductors on van der Waals materials. We focus on a model system, Ge
on graphene or hexagonal boron nitride (hBN), and describe a strategy
that combines the benefits of van der Waals epitaxy2 and catalytic
growth of nanostructures.4 Under circumstances where the semicon-
ductor (Ge) does not grow with good alignment to the substrate, we
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show that alignment can be improved using solid catalytic nanocrys-
tals (Au) that are themselves crystallographically aligned with the sub-
strate. Epitaxy is thereby “transferred” from the van der Waals
substrate via the solid catalyst to the semiconductor. We use a combi-
nation of in situ and post-growth transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) to establish the relationship between the materials, explore the
reaction pathways, and optimize the catalyst and growth conditions.
We will show that this growth strategy can be extended to Si by grow-
ing Si nanocrystals epitaxially on graphene and hBN using solid cata-
lysts composed of Au þ Ag. This suggests that a broader range of
group IV alloys and, potentially, heterostructures might be addressed
with an appropriate choice of the catalyst material.

As well as enhancing epitaxial alignment, we find another advan-
tage that the solid catalysts provide for Si and Ge epitaxy: the growth
process takes place at lower temperatures compared to either conven-
tional chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or growth from liquid cata-
lyst droplets. This can, in principle, enable epitaxy of Si and Ge on, for
example, temperature-sensitive substrates coated with graphene.
Finally, we discuss how the growth strategy may apply to III-V semi-
conductor nanostructures. As an alternative to remote epitaxy,2 cata-
lytic growth of III-V nanostructures on van der Waals-bonded
materials25,26 can achieve epitaxial alignment even using liquid drop-
lets, and solid catalysts may provide additional advantages.

II. EPITAXIAL Ge ON VAN DER WAALS SUBSTRATES

Figure 1 illustrates epitaxy of Ge on graphene and hBN using
crystalline Au as the catalyst. Both in situ and post-growth imaging
help to clarify the structures formed at each stage of the process.

The experiment starts with a substrate made up of a suspended
membrane of trilayer graphene [Figs. 1(a) and 1(c)], or a much thicker
(30 ML) hBN crystal with a thickness of 10 nm [Fig. 1(b)]. These layers
are transferred using cellulose acetate butyrate (CAB) as a polymer
handle,27 and placed on a silicon nitride support patterned with holes,
itself supported on Si. Details of the transfer procedure and sample
geometry are provided in Sec. VI and in Fig. S1. This composite sub-
strate is loaded into a custom TEM that has an ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) sample environment and is connected to UHV chambers that
have capabilities for thermal evaporation of metals and flow of CVD
precursor gases (see Sec. VI). The sample is then cleaned by heating in
UHV at 450 �C for several hours. This particular combination of poly-
mer and heat treatment has been shown28,29 to result in the near-
complete removal of polymeric residues and carbon. Subsequently, we
deposit typically 0.2 nm Au. The sample is then moved to the UHV-
TEM column where the Au coverage, island shape, and epitaxial rela-
tionship with the underlying 2D material are measured.

Figure 1(a) shows that triangular, epitaxial Au nanocrystals have
formed with the orientation relation shown in Fig. 1(e). This morphol-
ogy has previously been reported for Au on graphite.30,31 Post-growth
analysis (Fig. S2) confirms that the Au islands are typically flat plates
with an aspect ratio (height/edge length) of�0.1. Figure S3 shows that
the annealing treatment described above is necessary to achieve the
quality of the epitaxy shown in Fig. 1, and that it is also necessary to
avoid exposure of the 2D material to the imaging beam before Au
deposition.

On heating the as-prepared sample to 170–200 �C and exposure
to digermane gas (Ge2H6), Ge crystals (diamond cubic, DC) selectively
nucleate at the solid Au nanocrystals, as shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c).

This vapor-solid-solid (VSS) growth mechanism is consistent with
previous observations (on conventional substrates) of catalytic nucle-
ation and growth of Ge at low temperatures.32–34 We find a similar
outcome whether we use graphene [Fig. 1(c)] or hBN [Fig. 1(b)] and
on various substrate thicknesses [10 nm in Fig. 1(b), 1 nm in Fig. 1(c)].
After nucleation, the Ge crystals continue to grow and the Au slowly
deforms, as shown in Figs. 1(b) and 2(a) and discussed below.

The epitaxial relationship of face-centered cubic (FCC) Au and
DCGe on the hexagonal van der Waals-bonded substrate can be ratio-
nalized with simple considerations of the symmetry and nearest neigh-
bor distances of each material. For FCC Au, symmetry suggests that
h111i should be out of plane; Au h110i could then be parallel to either
the h0�110i or h11�20i directions of the 2D material. The former case is
evident from the diffraction pattern in Fig. 1(d) since the Au (220) and
graphene (0�110) spots are in alignment. This orientation relation is
expected from prior studies of epitaxial Au on the basal plane of
graphite.30 The consequence of this orientation relation is shown in
Fig. 3. In the structure in Fig. 3(a), the atoms are in close registry
because the nearest neighbor distances are 0.142 nm for graphene,
0.144 nm for hBN, and almost exactly twice this value, 0.288 nm,
for Au.

When Ge is added, the nanocrystals predominantly show an ori-
entation with cube axes parallel to Au, as seen from diffraction and
dark field imaging [Figs. 1, 3, and S5). The nearest neighbor distance
for Ge is 0.244 nm, so the experimentally determined orientation leads
to a structure in which three Ge spacings are in registry with 5 carbon

Ge220
Gr0110

Au1/ 3422

Gr1120

AuGe

hBN

20nm

(b)

Au220

Ge220

10nm

Gr1120

Gr0110

Au

Ge
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Au220

(c)

(a)

(e)

(d)

FIG. 1. Transferred epitaxy of Ge on graphene and hBN via a solid catalyst. (a)
Bright and dark field Au{220} image pair, upper and lower, respectively, recorded in
the UHV-TEM directly after evaporation of 0.2 nm Au onto a graphene trilayer. (b, c)
Post-growth images of Au islands with Ge grown at 190 �C using 2 � 10�5 Torr
digermane. In (b) the substrate is 10 nm thick hBN and in (c) it is three-layer gra-
phene. (d) Diffraction pattern obtained from the island in (c), showing the proximity
of Ge and Gr spots. Additional 1/3{422} spots from Au are also visible. (e)
Schematic diffraction pattern showing the Ge, graphene, and bulk Au spots.
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spacings along the h220i direction with only 3% mismatch [1.6% for
hBN, Fig. 3(a)].

During the nucleation and growth of the Ge nanocrystals, we
propose that the van der Waals substrate does not determine the
nanocrystal orientation through direct contact; instead, each Ge inher-
its its orientation from its Au catalyst rather than directly from the
substrate as in conventional epitaxy. We deduce this “transfer of epi-
taxy” by examining nanocrystals that are misaligned with the sub-
strate. Figure 2(a) shows an Au catalyst that has nucleated a large Ge
crystal. Moir�e patterns are visible in both Ge and Au due to the super-
position in the beam direction of each lattice and the thick hBN sub-
strate. Analysis of the period and angle of the moir�e contrast visible in
the Au [Fig. 2(b), see Sec. VI] shows that the Au lattice is rotated by

14� from the arrangement described above and in Fig. 1(e).
Independent analysis of the moir�e contrast in the Ge yields the same
rotation. We conclude that in this case the Au and Ge have a cube-on-
cube orientation relationship, while both are misoriented with respect
to the substrate. With occasional exceptions [such as the arrowed
region in Fig. 2(a)], neither Au nor Ge moir�e patterns in the nanocrys-
tals analyzed show evidence of crystal defects, and no strain needs to
be included to match the observed patterns.

To quantify the growth kinetics of individual Ge nanocrystals, we
show in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) sequential images recorded during growth.
As might be expected, each Au triangle typically nucleates a single Ge
crystal at a vertex [Fig. 4(d)], although edge or re-entrant nucleation
sites are possible [Fig. 4(c) and S4]. In Movie M1 and Fig. 4(a), Ge
grows more slowly at two triangular Au islands than at a nearby defec-
tive Au nanocrystal with an irregular shape, as quantified in Fig. 4(e).
We suggest that the {111} facets of triangular Au islands may have a
lower sticking and dissociation probability for digermane molecules
than irregular surfaces and edges, as is known from other catalytic
reactions.35 From the growth rate, digermane pressure and dimensions
of each Au island in Fig. 4(a), we calculate (see Sec. VI) a digermane
sticking and incorporation probability of �1% on the triangles and
8% on the irregular island. The growth rates in the irregularly shaped
Au nanocrystals are not dramatically different from measurements
made during vertical nanowire growth from solid Au33 and lateral
growth in solid Au on amorphous substrates,32 once we account for
pressure and temperature. We conclude that the rate of growth front
advance depends on the geometry of the system (collection area of Au
crystal compared to area of the Au/Ge interface) as well as the nature
of the Au surfaces.

As the Ge crystal grows, it remains fixed with respect to the sub-
strate, while the Au increasingly becomes deformed and displaced
[Fig. 4(b) and Movie M2], moving from its original site and eventually
becoming more rounded [Fig. 2(a)]. Fluctuating strain fields associated
with the deformation of the Au are visible during growth, and the Ge/
Au interface advances in a jumpy fashion (Movie M2). Since Ge

Ge

Au

hBN
10nm

(b)(a)

hBN
Au
Ge

FIG. 2. Alignment of Au and Ge lattices. (a) An Au island and its nucleated Ge on
10-nm thick hBN imaged after growth at 190 �C with 2 � 10�5 Torr digermane.
The strong moir�e contrast, with period 0.91 nm in the Ge and 1.85 nm in the Au,
arises from the superposition of the hBN lattice with the Au and Ge lattices. The
change in moir�e contrast in the Ge at the arrow may indicate a defect in the Ge. (b)
(Right) Fast Fourier transform (FFT) of a region of the image containing all three
lattices. (Left) Simulated diffraction pattern for an orientation relation between the
three lattices. The calculated moir�e periods are shown as the lighter central spots.
(Similar spots are expected around each diffracted spot but not shown.) To match
the experimental moir�e contrast, the Au and Geh220i directions are both 14� from
the hBN h01�10i directions.

(b)(a)

2 nm15xGr =2.13nm 9xGe=2.20nm

6xGr =0.852nm3xAu=0.864nm

FIG. 3. Atomic structure of the Au/graphene and Ge/graphene interfaces. (a, b) Two possible arrangements, related by a 30� rotation, of a close packed layer of Au (yellow)
placed on the honeycomb lattice of graphene. (a) Interface structure expected from the experimentally measured orientation relation between Au and graphene. It leads to a
0.86 nm supercell. Also shown is the interface structure of a close-packed layer of Ge (red) on graphene expected from the experimentally measured orientation relation. The
structure is consistent with diffraction and with high resolution post-growth images of Ge on graphene (inset). (b) Structure with higher mismatch, not consistent with the experi-
mental diffraction pattern.
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presumably arrives at the catalyst crystal at a steady rate, the varying
rate at which solid Ge is created hints at the presence of a reservoir of
Ge (i.e., some Ge is present within or on the Au36). These aspects of
growth appear insensitive to the substrate since Au-catalyzed Ge on
hBN shows similar morphology and kinetics.

In the sample shown in Fig. 1(c), �80% of the Ge nanocrystals
(32 of 40 measured) were aligned with the Au and graphene. We find
that solid, epitaxial catalysts are necessary to achieve this degree of epi-
taxy. With no catalyst (i.e., pyrolytic deposition with digermane), as
shown in Fig. S5(a), Ge grown on graphene is polycrystalline.
Furthermore, with a liquid catalyst (i.e., VLS-type growth4), Fig. S5(b),
Ge shows only weak alignment, consistent with prior results.37 Both
these cases used higher growth temperatures than in Fig. 1, although
similar precursor pressures. For the no-catalyst case in Fig. S5(a), stick-
ing and dissociation directly on the substrate appeared very slow.
Higher temperatures, above �360 �C, were necessary to achieve a
measurable Ge growth rate. For the liquid catalyst case in Fig. S5(b), a
similar temperature was used. Growth from liquid catalysts first
requires Ge and Au to react to form a eutectic melt. This might be
expected to occur only above the Au-Ge eutectic temperature of
360 �C. However, liquid formation can take place below the eutectic
temperature,33 even as low32,34 as 280 �C. Avoiding the formation of
liquid guided the choice of temperature in Figs. 1 and 2. These com-
parisons between growth without catalyst, VLS growth from liquid

catalysts, and VSS growth from solid catalysts inform the process win-
dow to optimize Ge epitaxy on van der Waals substrates.

III. EPITAXIAL Si ON VAN DER WAALS SUBSTRATES

The process outlined in Fig. 1 can be adapted to grow epitaxial Si.
We first note that Si growth on graphene or hBN using disilane, either
by direct CVD or from liquid catalytic droplets, produces only weak
epitaxy [Figs. S5(c) and S5(d)]. This is similar to the case for Ge
described above and again motivates the use of a solid, epitaxial cata-
lyst and a VSS growth mode. However, disilane is chemically more sta-
ble than digermane and, compared to digermane, a higher
temperature is needed to crack it efficiently.38 In particular, cracking is
extremely slow below the Au-Si eutectic temperature, so a VSS process
using Au is not feasible. Instead, we need to choose a catalyst with an
even higher eutectic temperature so that growth can take place below
that temperature. A promising choice is Ag as it has a eutectic with
Si39 at 500 �C and has already been demonstrated as a catalyst for Si
nanowire growth.40 As deposited, Ag is in the form of islands that are
not aligned with the substrate. The lack of in-plane texture can be seen
from the circular diffraction rings in Fig. S6. Within individual grains,
planar boundaries are visible, which may be twin boundaries or stack-
ing faults. The observation of Ag islands being less well oriented and
faceted compared to Au is consistent with other studies.17 The results
of VSS growth of Si on such Ag islands is shown in Figs. 5(a)–5(c). At
400 �C, Ag remains solid and Si does indeed nucleate from it.
However, because the Ag is not oriented on the substrate, the Si crystal
that forms is also not aligned with the substrate [Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)].

In order to improve the alignment of the Ag catalysts, we adopt a
strategy of transferring the epitaxy from the substrate to Ag via Au.
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FIG. 4. Growth kinetics measurements. (a) Bright field images recorded during Ge
growth at 190 �C and 1.5 � 10�5 Torr digermane on three-layer graphene after times
indicated in minutes. (b) Dark field images recorded under the same conditions at the
relative times indicated, showing strain fields, displacement, and reshaping of Au. The
full datasets of (a, b) are shown in Movies M1 and M2, respectively. (c, d) Post growth
images showing nucleation sites of Ge in an irregular Au island in bright field TEM and
over a larger field of view in SEM, respectively. (e) Area of Ge and Si vs digermane or
disilane dose for the three nanocrystals in (a) and for two Si nanocrystals grown from
polycrystalline Ag and several nanocrystals grown from epitaxial Au þ Ag, in both
cases at 1.4 � 10�5 Torr and at the temperatures indicated.
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FIG. 5. Si growth from Ag and Au þ Ag catalysts. (a) 2 nm Ag deposited on gra-
phene showing irregular nanocrystals. (b) Image recorded during Si growth on Ag
on graphene at 400 �C. The contrast in Ag indicates the presence of a planar
boundary which may be a twin boundary or stacking fault. (c) High resolution image
recorded after growth of Si from Ag on hBN; note planar defects in Ag and rotated
Si lattice as seen in the inset FFT. (d) Image recorded during Si growth on Au þ
Ag on graphene at 360 �C and 1.4 � 10�5 Torr disilane. (e) Post-growth image of
a large Si crystal with Si orientation shown in the inset FFT.
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In Fig. 6(a), we show that sequential deposition of Au followed by Ag
produces composite islands that maintain the single crystal nature
(both Au and Ag having the same structure and lattice parameter) and
epitaxial quality of the Au. Energy dispersive x-ray analysis shows that
Ag is deposited around and over the Au islands, Fig. 6. Note that some
polycrystalline Ag forms between Au islands, so there is room for fur-
ther optimization. The Au þ Ag composite islands act as catalysts for
Si deposition, Fig. 5(e), remaining solid during growth. The use of Au
þ Ag improves Si epitaxy with respect to growth using pure Ag, as can
be seen by comparing Figs. 5(c) and 5(e). Furthermore, the use of Au
þ Ag also increases the reaction rate: measurements of growth rate
from videos recorded during growth shows that Ag requires a higher
temperature than Auþ Ag to yield the same Si growth rate [Fig. 4(e)].

To summarize Figs. 1–6, Ge and Si nanocrystals can be grown
epitaxially on graphene and hBN with the assistance of a catalyst. The
highest level of epitaxy is achieved when the catalyst is a solid that is
itself epitaxial with the substrate and transfers its alignment to the
semiconductor. With no catalyst, or with a liquid catalyst, it appears
that Si or Ge nuclei interact too weakly with the 2D substrate to result
in a high degree of epitaxy. Although the requirement for a solid, epi-
taxial catalyst constrains the materials choices, we have shown that it
is possible to transfer epitaxy through a chain of materials, using one
metal (Au) that has robust epitaxial alignment to transfer its alignment
to a second (Ag) that would otherwise lack good epitaxy. It would be
interesting to evaluate similar transfer for other combinations of met-
als that form heterostructures with a well-defined orientation
relationship.

IV. EXTENSION TO OTHER MATERIALS SYSTEMS

It is worthwhile to consider whether transferred epitaxy can be
extended to other materials systems or more complex situations in

which epitaxial or patterned growth on van der Waals substrates
would be useful. We first note that other van der Waals substrates may
permit epitaxy of Si and Ge, provided that the substrate is stable under
the growth conditions and that Au can be deposited epitaxially.
Epitaxial Au has been reported on several van der Waals substrates
including MoS2.

17–19,21 Layered minerals would be another interesting
possibility since the epitaxy of Au on mica is well known, but growth
of single crystal group IV semiconductors is a challenge.41

A second opportunity arises from the serial nature of the catalytic
growth mode: modulation of the source gas could generate hetero-
structures (such as Si/Ge) or alloys, as has been demonstrated for
nanowire growth with solid catalysts.42 Indeed, based on the results in
Figs. 1 and 5, many of the opportunities previously shown for catalytic
nanowire growth, such as sharp heterostructures with VSS42 or core-
shell type structures,2 can be considered for van der Waals substrates
with interesting epitaxial possibilities. Since the catalyst position deter-
mines the growth location, patterning the catalyst (using the sensitivity
of metal nucleation to defects on graphene, as in Fig. S3) could enable
arrays of semiconductor nanostructures. Finally, a disadvantage of
VSS is its slow growth rate. Faster growth could be achieved by estab-
lishing an epitaxial region of semiconductor and then raising the tem-
perature to transition to a VLS growth mode.

Epitaxy on van der Waals substrates of semiconductors other
than Si or Ge, such as GaAs, is an important objective for materials
integration and for devices such as solar cells or diodes. We evaluated
the morphology of GaAs on van der Waals substrates to test strategies
based on catalytic growth. Figure 7 shows that exposure of graphene
to trimethylgallium followed by arsine creates Ga droplets from which
GaAs nucleates as hexagonal prisms and grows, with some suggestion
of epitaxy, by motion of the droplet. GaAs nucleation is expected
based on prior studies showing growth of GaAs43 and GaN44 on con-
ventional substrates from Ga or AuGa liquid droplets. Epitaxy might
be anticipated based on prior demonstrations of well-aligned vertical
III–V nanowires grown on van der Waals substrates from Ga or AuGa
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FIG. 6. Compositional analysis of AuAg nanocrystals on trilayer graphene. (a) HAADF
STEM image after sequential deposition of 0.1 nm Au þ 0.1 nm Ag on graphene. Au
appears as bright triangles surrounded by darker Ag. (b) TEM image showing planar
defects within Ag (red arrow) at the locations where the Ag around each Au island
coalesces, implying the same orientation for the Ag around each Au island. Note the
greater defect density in the Ag islands (blue arrows) that nucleated away from Au
islands. (c) EDX scan along the line shown in the inset STEM image. The relatively
constant Ag signal suggests uniform Ag thickness above and beside the Au.
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FIG. 7. GaAs droplet epitaxy on graphene. (a) Ga droplets formed by flowing trime-
thylgallium at 400 �C over graphene. (b, c) GaAs nuclei formed by flowing AsH3 at
1.5 � 10�5 Torr and 400 �C over pre-formed Ga droplets. The nuclei become visi-
ble within a few seconds. The hexagonal shape suggests (0001) out of plane tex-
ture. (d, e) Lateral growth of GaAs nanowires imaged during flow of TMGa (5 �
10�7 Torr) and arsine (1.5 � 10�5 Torr) over Ga droplets. (f) Diffraction pattern
from the area shown in (d) suggesting some alignment of the GaAs.
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droplets.25,26 However, under our growth conditions the GaAs extends
laterally across the substrate to create semiconductor structures with
dimensions similar to those in Figs. 2 and 5(c). We suggest that the
epitaxy of these catalytically grown lateral nanostructures may be
improved even further by the use of a solid catalyst such as Ag for
GaAs.45 This type of growth provides an alternative to the process of
remote epitaxy,24 in which single crystal III–V semiconductor thin
films are templated on a 2D layer via a crystalline substrate beneath.
The remote epitaxy mechanism is not applicable for suspended layers
of 2D materials or for 2D layers on non-crystalline substrates. In such
situations, a catalytic growth strategy may provide a pathway to
epitaxy.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated transferred epitaxy of important standard
3D semiconductors onto van der Waals-bonded substrates via cata-
lytic deposition from gaseous precursors. Both liquid and solid phase
catalysts permit semiconductor growth. Under the conditions we have
examined for Si and Ge, the liquid phase catalysts composed of metal/
semiconductor eutectic droplets (such as AuSi) generally do not
improve the epitaxy of the deposited semiconductor compared to
pyrolytic CVD. Instead, solid catalysts greatly improve the epitaxy,
even at lower temperatures. The key requirement is to ensure that the
solid catalyst nanocrystals are themselves aligned with the substrate to
a higher degree than the semiconductor alone.

We believe that a general strategy that enables growth of 3D
semiconductor nanocrystals epitaxially on van der Waals materials
may impact device development and open new prospects for large-
area deposition of functional nanostructures via low-cost substrates
with transferred 2D layers.46 The direct growth of 3D metal and semi-
conductor nanostructures on van der Waals substrates, in particular
2D materials, can expand the horizons for electronic and photonic
applications and novel devices such as nanoantennas or single photon
emitters that involve nanostructures of specific composition and
geometry. Aligned arrays of semiconductor nanostructures on such
substrates could enable designs for large area devices such as photovol-
taics,13,15 using technologies to grow or transfer 2D materials onto
arbitrary substrates such as oxidized Si42 to provide wafer-scale single
crystal layers on inexpensive substrates. Nanostructures could be inte-
grated with other materials that can already be grown onto van der
Waals-bonded surfaces, such as covalent organic frameworks.47 The
use of a 2D material as the substrate also provides new options for
device design, since the 2D material could be a free-standing layer, a
flexible carrier layer, a diffusion barrier, part of the substrate of a flexi-
ble device,48 or act as a stamp to transfer nanostructures onto other
functionalized substrates.

Furthermore, epitaxy of semiconductors on 2D materials over a
broader range of conditions, particularly at low temperatures, could
open possibilities for substrates composed of flexible polymers or other
temperature-sensitive materials. The low temperature semiconductor
growth we have demonstrated, such as Ge below 200 �C, suggests
increased possibilities for substrate materials that cannot tolerate
higher temperatures.

We finally note that the directly observable growth with trans-
mission electron microscopy through 2D substrates provides intrigu-
ing opportunities for evaluating the catalytic performance of
individual particles as a function of their shape or defect structure. We

suggest that the use of metal nanoparticle catalysts provides an inter-
esting approach to create and explore interfaces between 3D semicon-
ductors and van der Waals-bonded materials, and forms a strategy
that may be applicable to more complex and diverse materials
systems.

VI. METHODS
A. Substrate preparation

Two types of custom fabricated substrates were used. One is a sil-
icon nitride (SiN) chip patterned with a heater strip that enables tem-
perature control and measurement [Fig. S1(a)]. Slots are patterned
into the SiN between parts of the heater coil. These substrates were
used for the data in Figs. S2(c), S2(e), S2(j) and S5. The other substrate,
used for the majority of experiments, consists of a SiN membrane sup-
ported on Si, with 9 holes each 4lm in diameter separated by 6lm
[Fig. S1(b)]. Graphene flakes were exfoliated from bulk natural graph-
ite flakes (NGS Naturgraphit GmbH) on oxygen plasma treated Si/
90 nm SiO2 substrates. Flakes of suitable thickness were identified by
their contrast in optical microscopy49 and transferred using hydropho-
bic polymer cellulose acetate butyrate (CAB) as a handle.28,50 Trilayer
thickness was found to provide sufficient robustness for the in situ
heating and growth experiments. Adding water to the SiO2/CAB inter-
face detached the CAB with graphene attached to the polymer. The
CAB with graphene flake was then transferred manually to the TEM
sample carrier to cover multiple holes. Subsequently, the CAB was dis-
solved in acetone and rinsed in isopropyl alcohol before critical point
drying. A similar process was used for hBN flakes, but here a thickness
of 10 nm was chosen to enable strong moir�e contrast for assessment of
crystallographic relationships. The hBN was exfoliated from bulk hBN
crystals from HQ Graphene. The samples were loaded into the UHV
TEM vacuum chamber and annealed at 450 �C for at least four hours
to remove polymer residues remaining from the transfer process. This
combination of polymer and heat treatment is known to be effective in
removing carbon and polymeric contamination;28,29 material trans-
ferred using other polymers such as PMMA cannot be cleaned as
effectively.51

B. Metal deposition

Au and Ag were deposited with thicknesses between 0.2 and
2nm from separate homebuilt K-cells using wire or sheet metal placed
in a BN crucible. The K-cells are located within the vacuum system of
the microscope but in a side chamber, so imaging is only possible after
deposition. The deposited thickness was calibrated by measuring the
evaporation rate immediately before and after deposition using a
quartz crystal monitor. There is no intentional heating during metal
deposition, but thermocouple measurements suggest that the sample
temperature rises to 50–60 �C.

C. Imaging

The samples were imaged using bright or dark field conditions in
a Hitachi H-9000 TEM operated at 300 kV. Samples could be trans-
ferred between the evaporation chamber, annealing chamber, and
TEM without breaking the vacuum. The samples were not imaged
before metal deposition since irradiation alters nucleation, as shown in
Fig. S2(d). Furthermore, when the metal deposition was characterized,
only one part of the sample was imaged to avoid beam damage of the
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2D material that may affect the semiconductor growth. For the �40
samples examined, triangles formed if the sample was annealed as
described above. The presence of polymer residues or defects such as
surface steps reduce the degree of epitaxy, Fig. S2, consistent with prior
observations of Au deposition on graphite.52

D. Indexing diffraction patterns

The exact value of the camera length was determined by imaging
regions of the 2D suspended material before metals or semiconductors
were deposited. The additional d spacings (spots or rings) that
appeared after deposition were then readily calculated and matched
with the bulk structure of the deposited materials, allowing the epitax-
ial relationship between substrate and nanocrystal to be determined.
The additional d spacings matched well with the expected values.
However, it is important to note that unexpected spots are generally
visible after Au deposition, as indicated in Figs. 1(a) and S3. From their
relationship with the bulk Au reflections, we index these as Au
1/3{422} at 0.250 nm. This reflection is “forbidden” on structure factor
grounds but can be observed in thin crystals of the type analyzed here.
When defects (dislocations, stacking faults) are not present, the inten-
sity in the reflection is explained through shape effects (projection of
higher order Laue zones) and surface steps (i.e., situations where the
crystal is not an integral number of unit cells in thickness).53,54

E. Semiconductor deposition

For Ge and Si, digermane and disilane were used as precursors,55

flowing the gases through a capillary tube with the pressure monitored
by an ion gauge. The gas flow impinges on the top surface of the sam-
ple and the lower surface receives �10� less flux. For GaAs, we first
flowed TMGa over a heated sample to form Ga droplets, then
switched off TMGa and flowed AsH3, at which time GaAs nucleated
rapidly. Alternatively, continuing flow of TMGa with the AsH3

allowed sustained growth of Ga-catalyzed GaAs that formed lateral
structures. Temperature calibration was achieved using an infrared
pyrometer.

F. Post-growth characterization

Post-growth characterization was performed using TEM, SEM,
and AFM. SEM imaging [Fig. 4(d)] was carried out using a Zeiss Leo
III. AFM (Fig. S2) was carried out on a Veeco Digital Dimension-3100
(Bruker). High resolution TEM was carried out in a JEOL 2010F oper-
ated at 200 keV [Figs. 1(c), 1(e), 2(a), 5(c), and 5(e)] or the FEI Titan
ETEM at Brookhaven National Laboratory operated at 80 keV (Figs.
4(c) and S5). HAADF STEM and EDX (Fig. 6) was carried out using a
JEOL 3000 operated at 300 keV with an Emispec EDX system. The
post-growth imaging was particularly important because the UHV
TEM is not aberration corrected and does not have analytical capabili-
ties. All imaging was carried out as soon as practical after removal of
the sample from the UHV system. After several hours in air, oxide
layers became visible around the Si, Ge, and even the metal. Ge is par-
ticularly sensitive to atmospheric exposure, and a few days of exposure
causes complete conversion to amorphous oxide.

G. Moir�e contrast analysis

The spacing and angle of the moir�e patterns in Au and Ge [Figs.
1(b) and 2(a)] were measured with respect to the substrate lattice.
These measurements were then compared with all possible moir�e peri-
ods and angles for face centered and diamond cubic epilayers on a
hexagonal substrate, for all relative rotations of the lattices, and includ-
ing the possibility of up to 61.25% strain in the epilayer. The calcula-
tions used a geometric convolution technique55 that considers every
strong reflection, including structure factors, while also allowing for
reflections such as Au 1/3{422} that were observed experimentally, as
discussed above. The comparison of calculated and experimental dif-
fraction patterns shows in each case that zero strain and a specific rota-
tion angle is consistent with the data.

H. Growth kinetics analysis

Values for sticking probability were calculated by assuming that
the gas impinges at a rate J ¼ NAP. (2pMRT)�1/2, or �3 monolayer/
sec at 10�5Torr; that the impingement takes place over the top trian-
gular facet of the nanocrystal; and that the Ge is the same height as the
Au, assumed to be 0.1� the Au diameter. Ge and Si nanocrystal areas
in Fig. 4(e) were obtained by measuring length and width.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

The supplementary material includes captions for Movies M1
andM2, supporting Figs. S1–S6, and Movies M1 andM2.
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